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Abstract We characterized the white-light supercontin-

uum emission by a sub-petawatt laser system in the

atmosphere via light detection and ranging measurements.

As much as 1 J of supercontinuum is generated in the

atmosphere, corresponding to a conversion efficiency of

30 %. This generation occurs at altitudes below 100 m.

The high initial beam intensity results in the saturation

of the number of self-guided filaments. Therefore, the

‘‘photon bath’’ surrounding the filaments strongly contrib-

utes to the white-light generation. These finding is well

reproduced by numerical simulations based on the experi-

mental parameters.

1 Introduction

Several recent developments on the remote sensing of

atmospheric species by light detection and ranging (Lidar)

have involved ultrashort and intense laser beams. The high

power of the propagated laser beam allows nonlinear

effects to occur such as single-beam coherent antistokes

Raman scattering (CARS) [1–3], plasma fluorescence [4,

5], and even atmospheric lasing [6–8].

Most of these techniques can benefit of laser filamen-

tation [9–12]. Filamentation occurs at laser powers above a

critical value (C3 GW in air at 800 nm). It is due to a

dynamic balance between Kerr lens self-focusing of the

beam (due to the transverse spatial intensity profile) and

defocusing by both the laser-generated plasma and the

negative higher-order Kerr terms [13]. Filaments convey

intensities around 50 TW/cm2 [14] and can propagate over

tens to hundreds of meters in adequate conditions [15–17].

The high intensity and length of laser filaments allow

efficient self-phase modulation (SPM), a temporal coun-

terpart of the Kerr effect, resulting in a ‘‘white-light’’ su-

percontinuum ranging from the ultraviolet to the mid-

infrared [18, 19]. About two-thirds of the continuum is

emitted as ‘‘conical emission,’’ i.e., as a cone with an half-

angle ranging from 1.5 to 7.5 mrad for wavelengths from

700 to 250 nm, respectively [20–22].

At even higher powers (C100 TW), ultrashort laser

beams generate hundreds of filaments. Their transverse

density is, however, limited to *10 cm-2 across the beam

profile [23]. Consequently, most of the beam energy

propagates in a ‘‘photon bath’’ surrounding the filaments,

with intensity in the TW/cm2 range, sufficient to contribute

substantially to the beam nonlinearity, including super-

continuum generation [24].

The spectrum covered by the supercontinuum is gov-

erned by the temporal pulse shape and the nonlinear

refractive index of the air. Unlike plasma emission, it is

therefore coherent and free from molecular or atomic lines.

This property makes it particularly suitable for spectro-

scopic applications. It has been proposed as a collimated

light source to measure simultaneously the absorptions of

all the species present along the laser path beyond the
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filamentation region, an approach known as ‘‘white-light

DIAL’’ (Differential Absorption Lidar) or ‘‘multi-DIAL’’

[9, 25–28]. Multi-DIAL can be seen as a generalization of

standard DIAL, in which a wavelength pair is matched to

the spectrum of the predetermined species to detect: one

wavelength absorbed by the molecule to detect and the

other used as reference. Offering a unique multi-species

measurement capability, multi-DIAL would be mostly

attractive for analyzing species emitted by, e.g., industrial

incidents, leakages, fires, as well as for unknown aerosols,

since it does not require any a priori knowledge of the

species present in the air.

In order to assess the potential of the multi-DIAL

technique, the evolution of the white-light Lidar signal

intensity with laser power is a key information. Most of the

previous results were obtained at powers on the TW level

[25–28]. However, laser technology allows now increasing

the power level by orders of magnitude. Simultaneously,

the footprint, compactness, and robustness of laser systems

steadily improve, raising the prospect to perform field

experiments at extreme power levels. Here, we present the

first femtosecond white-light Lidar signals from a sub-PW

class laser system, the Frascati laser for acceleration, and

multi-disciplinary experiments (FLAME) laser of the

SPARC_LAB facility [29] at the INFN-Frascati [30].

2 Experimental setup

FLAME is a Ti:Sa chirped pulse amplification (CPA) laser

chain providing up to 5 J, 200 TW pulses of 25 fs duration,

at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, and a 40-nm bandwidth

centered at 800 nm. The pulse energy was adjusted by

rotating a half-wave plate associated with a polarizer,

placed before the grating compressor, while its duration

was controlled by tailoring the pulse using an acousto-optic

modulator (Fastlite Dazzler) [31] located at the exit of the

pulse stretcher and by detuning the compressor. In the

present experiments, pulse durations from 30 fs to 5 ps

were achievable, with either chirp sign. According to a

common convention, the pulse durations corresponding to

negative chirps are written in the following as negative

numbers. At the exit of the compressor vacuum chamber,

the laser was directed by a single mirror into the sky, at an

angle of *60� from vertical, as a collimated beam of

*10 cm diameter (Fig. 1). Measurement time slots were

specified and allocated in agreement with the air traffic

control division of the Roma-Ciampino airport.

During its propagation in the atmosphere, the FLAME

laser beam produced a strong supercontinuum by filamen-

tation. The resulting ‘‘white’’ beam undergoes Rayleigh

and Mie scattering by atmospheric molecules (and sub-

wavelength particles) and by larger particles, respectively.

Its backscattered fraction was collected in a Lidar config-

uration by a 200-mm aperture Newtonian telescope of

f = 1,190 mm focal length and UV-enhanced Al ? MgF2

coated optics.

As sketched in the inset of Fig. 1, the collected light was

separated into three spectral channels and recorded time

resolved, providing distance resolution. The visible light

(390–620 nm), was selected by a Thorlabs Cold Mirror

FM03 and a Thorlabs FGB37 colored glass filter and

recorded by a Hamamatsu H7826 photomultiplier (PM2).

Ultraviolet light (255–290 nm) was separated by Semrock

filters FF310-Di01 and FF01-300 and detected by a Ham-

amatsu H7732-01 photomultiplier (PM1). The remaining

near-IR fundamental light of the FLAME laser was

detected on a Hamamatsu H5784-20 (PM3) photomulti-

plier and used to align the telescope on the latter beam. The

signals from the photomultipliers were digitized and

recorded by three 8-bit acquisition boards (National

Instrument PXI 5154: 2GS/s, 1 GHz and PXI 5114:

250Ms/s, 125 MHz) and averaged over 1,000 laser pulses.

Calibration measurements were taken using the same

receiver system with an auxiliary Nd:YAG laser (Quantel

CFR200) delivering up to 45 mJ at 266 nm and 150 mJ at

532 nm in a co-propagating geometry. The following

procedure ensured the overlap between the laser beams and
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Fig. 1 a Schematic layout of the Lidar experiment. The receiver

telescope is located *90 cm and 1 m below the FLAME and

reference Nd:YAG laser beams. The beam axes lie at a distance of

12 cm to each other. The layout of the detection module is detailed in

the inset
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the telescope field of view: First, the telescope was aligned

on the FLAME beam by optimizing the Lidar signal from

PM3. Then, the Nd:YAG beams were steered to optimize

the corresponding Lidar signals, ensuring the spatial

overlap with the FLAME beam. Both the Nd:YAG and

FLAME beams were therefore emitted parallel, with an

off-axis distance of *0.9 and 1 m from the telescope axis,

respectively, and a distance of 12 cm from each other.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 2 displays the Lidar signals, i.e., the range-resolved

backscattering signals, in both the UV and the visible

fractions of the supercontinuum, for 3 values of initial

chirp of the FLAME laser: -34,134 fs2, -18,963 fs2, and

?18,963 fs2, corresponding to pulse durations of -3.15 ps,

-1.75 ps, and ?1.75 ps, respectively. Linear Lidar signals

from the Nd:YAG reference laser are also displayed in

each spectral range.

The first striking result is that the strongest Lidar signal

in the visible channel, hence the most efficient supercon-

tinuum generation in that spectral range, is obtained for the

positive chirp. This trend is consistent with our previous

horizontal propagation measurements with 100 TW-class

lasers at FZD-Rossendorf [24], although this measurement

was restricted to much shorter propagation distances,

below 42 m.

This result is, however, counter-intuitive because one

would expect that, because of normal dispersion in air, a

negatively chirped pulse would recompress during its

propagation, resulting in a higher intensity and thus more

favorable to nonlinear effects like filamentation. Our

results can, however, be understood by considering that, as

mentioned above, at sub-PW powers, the photon bath bears

enough intensity (C*1 TW/cm2) to substantially contrib-

ute to the supercontinuum by self-phase modulation [24].

For a positive nonlinear refractive index (e.g.,

n2 = 1.2 9 10-19 cm2/W in air [13]), SPM shifts the

leading edge of the pulse to longer wavelengths and the

trailing edge to shorter wavelengths. In positively chirped

pulses, the leading edge already bears the longer wave-

lengths, and the shorter wavelengths are on the trailing

edge. This time-dependent frequency offset within the

pulse is therefore reinforced by SPM. On the other hand, if

the pulse is negatively chirped, SPM red shifts its blue-

shifted leading edge and blue shifts its red-shifted trail,

thus reducing the spectral width. A positive chirp is

therefore more favorable for spectral broadening. Our

results show that, under our conditions and in the visible

part of the supercontinuum, this effect overrides the pulse

temporal recompression or spreading due to group-velocity

dispersion.

These conditions are not fulfilled anymore in the case of

the UV generation, where efficient third-harmonic genera-

tion (THG, up to 0.5 % conversion efficiency) occurs and

subsequently broadens via self- and cross-phase modulation

[37]. In this situation, the phase-matching mismatch due to

group-velocity dispersion between the UV and the IR part

of the continuum is such that a negative chirp becomes more

favorable, as displayed by the results in Fig. 2a.

In order to locate the position of the filaments and the

associated supercontinuum generation, we compared the

Lidar signal from FLAME and the reference nanosecond

Nd:YAG. In particular, if white-light supercontinuum was

generated only after a certain distance (e.g., after the fila-

mentation onset), then a remote source term should dis-

place the maximum of the white-light Lidar signals as

compared to the reference laser. This situation was not

observed under our experimental conditions, namely chirps
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Fig. 2 Range-resolved

backscattering light (Lidar

signal) in a UV (255–290 nm)

and b visible (390–620 nm), for

three chirp values of the

FLAME laser, corresponding to

pulse durations of -3.15,

-1.75, and ?1.75 ps
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up to 3.15 ps and 10 cm beam diameter. Rather, the

intensity dependence on distance R was characteristic of a

standard Lidar signal, with a blind zone at short distances

due to the overlap function n(R, k) [32] between the

transmitted laser beam and the field of view of the receiver

telescope [33, 34], followed by an overall decrease with

distance due to the decreasing 1/R2 solid angle of the

receiver and to atmospheric extinction. More precisely, in

the limit of single scattering events, the linearly backscat-

tered intensity follows the Lidar equation [35, 36]:

MðR;kÞ¼M0ðkÞ
A0

R2
bðR;kÞDRnðR;kÞexp �2

ZR

0

aðR;kÞdR

2
4

3
5

ð1Þ

where: M0(k) is the number of photons emitted by the laser,

A0 the area of the receiver telescope,

DR the spatial resolution of the system, essentially

determined by the laser pulse duration s, DR = cs/2, and

the response time of the acquisition electronics,

n(R, k) the detection efficiency, including the overlap

function between the laser and the telescope field of view,

b(R, k) the volume backscattering coefficient, and

a(R, k) the total atmospheric extinction coefficient.

The aerosol concentration in the atmosphere is included

in Eq. (1) via two scattering parameters: the volume

backscattering coefficient b and the extinction a. The

extinction stems from both Rayleigh–Mie scattering aRM

and specific molecular absorption aA of the different spe-

cies present in the atmosphere. The aRM extinction coef-

ficient, like b, is integrated over the size distribution, shape

and composition (via the refractive index) of the aerosol

particles. In our experiments, a low altitude haze layer is

clearly observed up to 700 m. This altitude corresponds to

the planetary boundary layer (PBL), i.e., the lower layer of

the atmosphere, the flow of which is influenced by the

ground surface roughness. The aRM and bRM values could

be estimated by the measurement of the visibility range

[37] at the time of the experiments (10 km, data from

Ciampino Airport): aRM (visible) = 4 9 10-4 m-1, aRM

(UV) = 9 9 10-4 m-1, bRM (visible) = 7 9 10-6 m-1

sr-1, and bRM (UV) = 3 9 10-5 m-1 sr-1. The absorption

at 266 nm due to the background ozone concentration was

low enough to be neglected.

Comparing the Lidar signal amplitudes for the back-

ward-emitted supercontinuum and the reference Nd:YAG

laser allowed us to determine the energy contained in the

supercontinuum and the related conversion efficiency.

Lidar signals of amplitudes identical to the supercontinuum

generated in the visible (chirped with ?1.75 ps) were

obtained for Nd:YAG laser pulses of energies reduced to

3 mJ at 532 nm.

It is particularly interesting to compare these spectral

densities to the one measured on a similar laser chain

(Amplitude DRACO laser, 3 J, 30 fs) at the FZD-Rossen-

dorf [23, 24]. This latter experiment exhibited an energy

conversion of up to 30 % into the continuum (k\ 765 and

k[ 845 nm), representing about 1 J of white light in the

case of unchirped pulses. Since the spectral distribution

exponentially decreased on both sides of the spectrum with

a slope of roughly a decade every 100 nm, we estimated

from the original data that the energy contained in the

[390–620 nm] interval at the FZD-Rossendorf after 42 m

horizontal propagation amounts to about 8 mJ, i.e., a value

similar to that obtained in the present Lidar experiment

(3 mJ) with the FLAME laser. The slightly lower yield in

the latter case can be attributed to the longer pulse duration

induced by the chirp. This suggests that in the present

experiment, the major part of the supercontinuum was

generated at low altitude (\100 m), into the blind zone of

our Lidar arrangement. Such finding is consistent with the

fact that the observed Lidar signals follow the linear Lidar

equation, without the need to introduce a source term

corresponding to white-light generation due to the presence

of filaments at higher altitude. More details about the effect

of the source term in the Lidar Eq. (1) are presented in [38].

To further investigate this behavior, we simulated the

Lidar signals by solving the Lidar Eq. (1), using all the

instrumental parameters. The agreement with experiments

was first checked on the elastic Lidar signals from the

reference Nd:YAG laser. The accuracy of the simulation is

limited by the fluctuations of the aerosol concentration

within the light haze layer. Due to the lack of information

on these fluctuations, we modeled Mie scattering using aRM

and bRM values constant with altitude.

Figure 3 displays the results of the optimized simula-

tions as compared to the measured data (log scale). As can

be seen, the inhomogeneity within the PBL as well as its

fluctuation between different measurements do not allow

for quantitative comparison. However, reasonable fits of

the geometrical compression region, i.e., the distance range

(0–250 m) where the telescope field of view does not fully

overap the laser beam [32] could only be obtained by

assuming filaments generated below 100 m, with a diver-

gence of 3 ± 0.5 mrad (half angle), which is consistent

with the conical emission in the visible [22]. The uncer-

tainty on the supercontinuum divergence corresponds to

the range over which the simulated Lidar signal matched

the experimental one reasonably well. On the other hand,

the lack of signal below 150 m only allows an indirect

estimation of the filament onset altitude, via the observed

overlap function between the telescope and the laser,

therefore allowing only an upper limit.

While the Lidar signals corresponding to the visible part

of the supercontinuum and to the Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm
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look pretty much alike, the situation is different in the UV

(Fig. 4). This difference evidences the different geometries

of the visible and UV parts of the supercontinuum emis-

sion. More precisely, the detected UV supercontinuum

Lidar signals start at lower altitudes (150 m) and decay

with a much steeper slope than in the visible. Again, fits

using Eq. (1) allowed to attribute this behavior to the

geometrical overlap between the UV emission and the

receiving optics. In the UV, the supercontinuum cone

(7.5 mrad) [22] containing 80 % of the total energy

encompasses a narrower cone including third-harmonic

generation [39]. Due to the wide angle of the UV conical

emission, the backscattered light penetrates the 3 mrad

field of view of the telescope at shorter distance, and since

the receiver acceptance angle is smaller than the outer cone

of the UV emission, the spatial overlap function n (R, k)

rapidly decays with distance.

In our experimental configuration, even though the su-

percontinuum emission is efficient (comparable to the 1 J of

white light measured at the FZD-Rossendorf), it is mainly

produced below 100 meters, even at the longest available

pulse durations (5 ps). This result contrasts with previous

experiments carried out at lower power (few TW) with the

Teramobile [40, 41], where the filamentation onset could

successfully be controlled by temporal focusing, i.e., by

tuning the initial chirp. In particular, the filamentation onset

could be shifted to a distance of 250 m by stretching the

pulse duration up to 6 ps [41]. However, the initial peak

intensity of these pulses corresponded only to 2 9 109 W/

cm2. In the present case of a 3 J laser and a beam diameter of

10 cm, reducing the intensity to the same level would

require about 20 ps duration, which could not be achieved

with the FLAME compressor. Moreover, during its nonlin-

ear propagation, the pulse would recompress up to intensi-

ties where congestion limits the number of filaments, and the

whole pulse including photon bath would refocus. In order to

better characterize propagation at the sub-PW level, direct

horizontal measurements over several hundred meters are

required. The photon bath of high energy and high power

laser beam can play an important role in practical applica-

tions such as laser promoted particle formation [42–44], and

therefore, it deserves further investigation. It also has to be

taken into account in analyzing Lidar signals based on the

supercontinuum. This includes considering the actual

emission geometry of the white light, which cannot be

treated as a Y-shaped beam on large beams as it is the case in

lower power beams generating a single filament [32].

4 Conclusion

As a conclusion, we have characterized the supercontinu-

um generation from very high power (sub-PW) laser pulses

by performing white-light Lidar measurements. Contrary to

observations at lower power, the high intensity in the beam

from the laser exit on allows efficient supercontinuum

generation at low altitude (B100 m) from the photon bath,

a behavior that can be well reproduced by numerical sim-

ulations. In order to shift the filamentation onset to larger

distances, the beam would have to expand to large aper-

tures and/or the pulse should be chirped on non-conven-

tional timescales (several tens of ps). Furthermore, the

emission geometry influences Lidar signals based on the

white-light supercontinuum and therefore has to be care-

fully characterized.
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